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Abstract. This paper shows how to create an animation of a game character for  a  mobile  
application with augmented reality. The Unity platform, Vuforia  SDK and Android OS were 
used  for work. For this work, the Fighting Unity-Chan model was downloaded. This is an 
animation resource pack that specializes in fighting or action games. This code shows how a 
button is created (GUI.Button), it assigns an animation that will work when you click on it, the 
size of the button and its name. To create a smooth and correct transition between animations, 
Animator was created, in which all animations are shown taking into account the time of their 
action. For example, to switch from a state of rest (Idle) to some other state, for example, to a 




In the past few years, augmented reality has become very popular. From expensive devices like the 
Hololens, to your own pocket devices with Apple’s Arkit and Arcore for Android, augmented reality 
is    fast becoming widely available. 
Because augmented reality makes use of some hardware, we are going to need a few things. The 
first is an android phone running at least 7.0. It is possible to use an iPhone or an iPad, but, for this 
work we used an android phone because building to an android phone is a lot easier than building to 
iOS. Or, if you don’t want to build to a phone you can use the webcam on your computer in most 
cases. Second, you will need to have a way to attach your phone to your  computer (if you are using a 
phone). The last thing  you need to do is import Vuforia. The only way to do this is to re-install Unity. 
Open up the download assistant (for Unity 2017.3 or any other version later than that) and check 
“Vuforia Augmented Reality Support” (also check “Android Build Support” since we will be targeting 
Android) in the  package  manager. 
 
2. Main part 
Vuforia is powered by Unity's cross-platform computer game development environment. Vuforia 
allows you to download free 3D models. For this work, the Fighting Unity-Chan model was 
downloaded. This is an animation resource pack that specializes in fighting or action games. This 
model can be seen in Figure 1. This model is displayed in a specific figure, i.e. if a certain pattern 
enters the field of view of the camera, then a model will be generated on it. This figure was chosen 
Figure 2. 
To do this, it was necessary to create an ImageTarget, in which to further adopt our model, as   
shown in Figure 3. There were 10 animations in this package, all of which were displayed in the form 
of buttons, by clicking on which you could see a specific animation. The buttons were implemented as 
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C# code. The code can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 
 
Figure 1. Fighting Unity-Chan. 
 
Figure 2. A model  generated. 
 
Figure 3. ImageTarget. 
 
Figure 4. C# code. 
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Figure 5. C# code. 
 
This code shows how a button is created (GUI.Button), it assigns an animation that will work when 
you click on it, the size of the button and its name. 
To create a smooth and correct transition between animations, Animator was created, in which all 
animations are shown taking into account the time of their action. For example, to switch from a state 
of rest (Idle) to some other state, for example, to a state of impact (Hicick), it is necessary to spend 
time in  the amount of 1 second. This can be seen in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6. Animator. 
 
In order for the script to start working, you must assign the script itself, called IdleChanger, to the 
model. We can observe this in Figure 7. 
To run the model on the application, you need to download the apk package on your Android 
phone and have the picture shown in Figure 2. Next, the process of working with the model will be 
shown Figure 8 and Figure 9. 
 
3. Conclusion 
The primary value of augmented reality is the manner in which components of the digital world blend 
into a person's perception of the real world, not as a simple display of data, but through the integration 
of immersive sensations, which are perceived as natural parts of an environment. The gaming industry 
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embraced AR technology. A number of games were developed for prepared indoor environments, 
such as AR air hockey, Titans of Space, collaborative combat against virtual enemies, and AR-
enhanced pool table games. 
Figure 7. The script IdleChanger. 
Figure 8. The process of working with the model. 
Figure 9. The process of working with the model. 
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Augmented reality allowed video game players to experience digital game play in a real- world 
environment. Niantic released the augmented reality mobile game Pokémon Go. Disney has partnered 
with Lenovo to create the augmented reality game Star Wars: Jedi Challenges that works with a 
Lenovo Mirage AR headset, a tracking sensor and a Lightsaber controller. Augmented Reality Gaming 
(ARG) is also used to market film and television entertainment properties. In this work, an animated 
game character is created which can be controlled and played. 
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